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Introduction

Session Goals
By the end of our session, you will be able to

• Define critical consciousness, why it matters for youth, 
and ways critical consciousness can be cultivated for 
students in schools

• Identify opportunities in your own school context to 
nurture students’ critical consciousness development
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Definition of Critical Consciousness
• To recognize oppressive social forces shaping society and take 

action against them 

What Critical Consciousness Sounds Like

• “Racism is something that’s kind of imprinted in the history of this 
country. Like White people have had more like opportunities 
throughout history and then um, like when the Japanese people came 
over, they were like pushed to the side. Like, different groups and 
ethnicities and races don’t all have equal opportunities and it’s just 
kind of like in people’s minds and it’s really hard to get out.” 

--Melissa, 9th grader

Why Critical Consciousness Matters

• Resilience/healing (Ginwright, 2010)

• Self-esteem (Godfrey & Grayman, 2014)

• Political engagement (Diemer & Li, 2011)

• Professional aspirations (Diemer & Blustein, 2006)

• Academic engagement (O’Connor, 1997) 

• Academic achievement (Seider, Clark, & Graves, 2020)
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Dimensions of Critical Consciousness

Political 
Agency

Social 
Action

Social 
Analysis

Watts, Diemer, & Voight, 2011

Social Analysis
The ability to name and analyze the social, political, and 
economic forces that contribute to inequity and inequality.

Social Action
A wide range of activities through which individuals seek to 
resist and challenge oppressive forces.
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Political Agency

The belief that one has the capacity to effect social or political 
change

Our Study
▪ What role can schools and educators play in fostering youth critical 

consciousness?

Practices for Fostering Youth CC 
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Practices for Fostering Critical Consciousness

Political 
Agency

Social 
Action

Social 
Analysis

Make the Road Academy
Mission: To offer students an education that strengthens our community by 
equipping them to address educational  and social inequities.

Sample Item: “Prejudice and discrimination in the educational system limit the success 
of Black and Latino people.” (5-point Likert scale)

3.46 3.48

3.85
3.63

3.88
3.68

4.01
3.86

4.23
4.03

MTRA FIVE FEATURED SCHOOLS

Social Analysis: Awareness of Systemic Racism

Time1 Time2 Time3 Time4 Time5
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Introducing a Framework @ Make the Road Academy

Social Analysis

Applying a Framework
• “Like, in our city, it’s a lot of Chicken Shacks everywhere. You can always find a Chicken 

Shack here, but if you go out to like the suburbs or something like that, you’re not gonna 
find one nowhere around. Like you might find a Whole Foods or like a farmer’s market or 
something like that. The options of everything is just much different, and it just seem like 
certain things are put where they put for a reason… Freshman year, when we was in the 
[Social Engagement] class, it made me think about stuff differently, and once I started 
thinking about it, you start putting the pieces together, and you start noticing like nothing 
happens just because. Like, it’s all for some reason, like somebody’s benefitting from 
everything, somebody’s not benefitting from everything. It’s set up this way for a certain 
reason.”

--Michael, 12th grader, Make the Road Academy
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Applying a Framework
• “Like, in our city, it’s a lot of Chicken Shacks everywhere. You can always find a Chicken 

Shack here, but if you go out to like the suburbs or something like that, you’re not gonna 
find one nowhere around. Like you might find a Whole Foods or like a farmer’s market or 
something like that. The options of everything is just much different, and it just seem like 
certain things are put where they put for a reason… Freshman year, when we was in the 
[Social Engagement] class, it made me think about stuff differently, and once I started 
thinking about it, you start putting the pieces together, and you start noticing like nothing 
happens just because. Like, it’s all for some reason, like somebody’s benefitting from 
everything, somebody’s not benefitting from everything. It’s set up this way for a certain 
reason.”

--Michael, 12th grader, Make the Road Academy

Applying a Framework 

Introducing a Framework @ Espiritu High School
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Social Analysis: Elementary Math Class
Kaliyah wants to make a gumbo for her grandmother, but there are no grocery stores 
in her neighborhood, so she has to take the bus to several stores to get the 
ingredients she needs…

Social Analysis at Detroit Elementary 

Social Analysis

• What practices for fostering students’ social analysis of racism and 
other types of oppression do you already use within your classroom 
or school?

• What ideas got sparked for you by these social analysis practices in 
our slides?

• What questions do you have about engaging students in social 
analysis of racism and other types of oppression?
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Practices for Fostering Critical Consciousness

Political 
Agency

Social 
Action

Social 
Analysis

Leadership High School
Mission: To educate socially responsible students for a life of active and 
engaged citizenship.

Sample Item: How likely is it now or in the future you will take part in a protest? (5-point 
Likert scale)

3.1

3.03
3 3.02

3.3

3.14

3.33

3.18

3.49

3.33

LEADERSHIP HS FIVE FEATURED SCHOOLS

Social Action: Commitment to Activism

Time1 Time2 Time3 Time4 Time5
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Sociology of Change

Change the World Projects @ Leadership HS

Change the World Projects
• “Some of the seniors had to make a Change the World project in order to 

graduate, and their project was like make some kind of change, with like 
police violence. So like, we went on basically a march, I guess. We went to 
a precinct. And then we just stood there with posters, some of us laid on 
the ground, you know. We stayed there for a while… It kind of made me 
feel like maybe what I’m doing may change something, you know. Maybe 
people are going to start seeing what we did as, you know, something 
important.”

--Angela, 11th grade, Leadership High School
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Change the World Projects
• “Some of the seniors had to make a Change the World project in order to 

graduate, and their project was like make some kind of change, with like 
police violence. So like, we went on basically a march, I guess. We went to 
a precinct. And then we just stood there with posters, some of us laid on 
the ground, you know. We stayed there for a while… It kind of made me 
feel like maybe what I’m doing may change something, you know. Maybe 
people are going to start seeing what we did as, you know, something 
important.”

--Angela, 11th grade, Leadership High School

Change the World Projects @ Leadership HS

• “I feel like the twelfth graders are…teaching us their ways so that we’re able 
when we get to twelfth grade to have a Change the World project that 
actually means something.” 

--Socorro, 9th grade

Social Action at the Mendell Elementary
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Real World Assignments @ Community Academy

“I feel like it gives us a voice cause 
we’re writing letters to the senators 
and representatives, and I feel like if 
we send out those letters, that it 
would make some type of 
improvement to what’s happening.”

--Dana, 9th grade
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Social Action

• What practices for engaging students in social action do you already 
use within your classroom or school?

• What ideas got sparked for you by these social action practices in 
our slides?

• What questions do you have about engaging students in social 
action?

Keep Learning, But Don’t Wait!

• “Even though I still have room to grow, I also understand that I 
cannot wait for perfection to teach for equity and justice. This work 
is simply too urgent.” 

--Cami Touloukian, elementary educator

Thank you!

• Prof. Scott Seider
• seider@bc.edu
• @scottseider


